JUNE BLOCKBUSTER

Moonlight Market | June 20 | 4:00 - 8:00 pm
City Hall Parking Lot

1. Endlessly Linked
2. Peonies D'Amour
3. Happy Hours
4. AB Leathercraft
5. Caricatures & Creations
6. Walker Creek Farm
7. Melina Davis Jewelry
8. City of Shawnee
9. Artful Annie KC
10. Frilly Flamingos
11. Green Gooseberry
12. E Made This
13. Grit N Grace Girl Co
14. The Metal Craft Shack
15. Sew Cute Shoes
16. Pathlight Brewing
17. Servaes Brewing Co.
18. Transport Brewery
19. Aztec Shawnee Theater
20. Delyteful Soaps
21. Happy Place Crafts
22. SoHo Creations
23. TNR Hills
24. The Sunflower Market
25. Red Fox Glass Art
26. Country Road Cupboard
27. Little Fawns Design
28. Cooling Rack Confections
29. KC Handmade Goods
30. Itty Bitty Pitty Co
31. Creativity with Tracey
32. Brown Suga Bakes
33. Paints & Pens
34. Ree Ree's Krunchies
35. Hayes Garden
36. Lynn's Crafts
37. Designed 4 You
38. Sew Useful Studios
39. Kat's Confections
40. Huggy Bearts
41. Kat's Crayons
42. Nico Nine Soaps
43. Kendra's Kitchen
44. Magical Rainbow Sloth
45. Ricardo's Artwork
46. One Cut Creations
47. Stellar Gifts & Goods
48. Webbie's Engraving
49. The Lit Bomb
50. Joe Nick
51. Kathy Andrew
52. Nowacheck Apiaries
53. Have Anvil Will Forge
54. CHORIES
55. Bean's Bubbles
56. Wild Child
57. Drastic Measures
58. Midtown Soap Co
59. Friction Beer Co
60. Visit Shawnee
61. Visit Shawnee
62. Geo Pulls
63. Suds Refillery
64. Fern Concessions
65. JK Modern Design
66. Zero Limit Creations
67. Commandeer Brand
68. Clean Hands Organics
69. Bramble & Rose Tea
70. Do More Chill LLC
71. Cline Creative
72. Frannyjoe's
73. Holmes Homemade
74. Mattison Central
75. Too Busy Little Bees
76. Derrick's Portraits
77. Hall N Honey
78. Thread 9 Dog Boutique
79. Everything But Topical
80. SweetNuss Bakery
81. The Red Thread

FOOD TRUCKS: Barbwire Barbecue | Eat Schmidt | Polar Oasis | Happy Belly | Omnivorum | District Pourhouse | Wingstand | Taste of Bengal